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Abstract. 

Many manufacturers are in the process of evolving from mass production to mass 

customization to cope with the increasing diversity of customer requirements. 

This induces an increasing complexity resulting from the high variety offered to 

customers. This problem is heightened by integrating product and service within 

the same offering. Modularity is considered as a driver for reducing complexity 

while increasing offered variety of products and services. This paper addresses 

the question of how to modularize products and/or services considering different 

criteria from the designers and domain experts. To this end, a Design Structure 

Matrix (DSM) based method is introduced. The method relies on a set of modu-

larization criteria and on clustering to form product and/or service modules. The 

applicability of the method is illustrated through a test case in the manufacturing 

sector.  

Keywords: Product Modularity, Service Modularity, Clustering, Design Struc-

ture Matrix, Variety management. 

1 Introduction 

Implementing Mass customization (MC) has several benefits but also comes with sev-

eral challenges, such as the increased internal complexity resulting from offering high 

variety for different customers. Several researches have focused  on how to decrease 

this complexity while keeping a reasonable level of offering variety [1]. The principle 

of modularity a promising means to meet this objective [2]. Modularity ensures reuse 

of components implying faster response with fewer resources. This helps in providing 

efficiently tailor made offer to customer [2]. Modularity has been widely used in prod-

uct design and to some respect in process design [3]. More recent research works have 

shown that this concept started to gain more interest in the service engineering domain 

[4–6]. This article focuses specifically on a method for modularizing products and/or 
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services. The aim is generate offering variety in a standardized way of forming mod-

ules. Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is used as a tool to evaluate the products and/or 

services interrelationships using several predefined criteria. A hierarchal clustering al-

gorithm is used to form modules based on the similarity criteria. Unlike the traditional 

methods focusing on product or service separately, the proposed method suggests that 

similarity is studied also between products and services. This allows for easing the 

management of the products and services operations during subsequent use phase and 

is likely to generate potential economies of scales.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview 

of modularity, clustering and clustering evaluation. Section 3 describes the general 

steps of the methodology. Section 4 focuses on an illustrative test case. Section 5 pro-

vides concluding remarks and discusses research perspectives. 

2 Literature Review 

This section provides a brief review of the literature on modularity and on clustering. 

The objective is to gain some insights into whether existing approaches can be adapted 

to the context of the current research. A major challenge in MC companies that needs 

to be dealt with is the internal complexity coming from product or service variety. Such 

complexity is heightened when considering product and service jointly in the offering 

[7]. Nowadays a key to address these challenges is modularity which is a means for 

enhancing flexibility and increasing variety [8]. While much research was concerned 

by either product modularity and to some extent service modularity, little research has 

focused on applying modularity to a mix of products and services [6]. [9] provided a 

modularization method of Product Service System (PSS) based on the functional re-

quirement and by using fuzzy clustering algorithm. [10] focused on the relationship 

between service and product and how they can cope with the customer service and 

physical needs. Modularization have been coupled with several methods and tools, such 

as DSM.  

DSM is used for modelling and structuring relationships between elements that are part 

of a complex system [11]. DSM provides a valuable input for the clustering process. 

This latter relies on several algorithms such as hierarchal clustering and k-means [12]. 

Algorithms falling under hierarchal clustering category group the elements following a 

hierarchal procedure. Each element is assigned to a given group (starting with a one 

object group comprised by the element itself) after which the algorithm iteratively joins 

the two most similar elements into one cluster. The process continues this way until 

there is just one big cluster with all the elements [13]. Dendrograms are used to illustrate 

the results showing the modules. Clustering can then be evaluated using several met-

rics. [14] provided an evaluation comparison between several clustering method using 

minimum description length (MDL) which refers to the assignment of elements to a 

cluster. [15] developed a metric that measures the intra and inter module connectivity 

in a modularity matrix. Evaluating clustering results provides valuable support for 

choosing the best way of modularizing the offering consisting of products and services. 
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While some methods are available in the literature, they have mostly been applied to 

product domains and to some extent service domain. Next section introduces a holistic 

method for modularizing products and/or service.  

3 Proposed method 

The key phases of the proposed method are data preparation and clustering. Data prep-

aration consists of identifying products and/or services and on building the DSM. This 

is a preparatory phase aiming at i) identifying the granularity level of existing products 

and/or services, which are included in the offering and ii) building the DSM based on 

gathered data [5]. The focus of the subsequent sections will be on building the DSM 

and the clustering process, respectively.  

3.1 Building DSM 

Building up the similarity relationship of products and/or services will result in forming 

the integrated modules. Building DSM is detailed into five steps as shown in Figure 1. 

Define similarity criteria. The first step is to define the needed criteria that will result 

in finding similarities between the elements (product and/or services components). Due 

to the complexity of similarity evaluation, it is necessary first to identify appropriate 

criteria for assessing such similarity. A set of generic criteria have been identified as 

candidates for this step: 

 Functional requirements: refers to which extent given elements contribute to ful-

filling the same functional requirement. The resulting similarity can be assessed 

by customers and design engineers [9].  

 Commonality: measures the simultaneous occurrence of given elements in dif-

ferent products and/or services [4].  

 Human resources: refers to whether two elements are supported by the same re-

source. For example, a multi-skilled engineer can be a common resource in two 

elements that will result in a similarity relationship. 

 Technological information: refers to whether two elements rely on the same tools 

(hardware or software) or share certain information. 

Define similarity index. Based on the defined similarity criteria, the elements’ inter-

relationships are evaluated through experts’ judgement resulting in the assignment of 

similarity indices to these relationships. The value of each similarity index ranges from 

Fig. 1. Detailed steps for building DSM 
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0 to 3. A complete similarity receives an index of 3 and 0 is given if there is no simi-

larity. 1 is assigned for weak similarity and 2 is assigned for intermediate similarity.  

Assign weights. A weight is computed for each of the predefined criteria based on 

experts’ judgment. The weight of a criterion reflects its relative importance, the nearer 

it is to 1 the more important this criterion is. The sum of the weights of the indices has 

to be equal to 1 (see Eq. 1).  

 ∑ 𝑤𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1   =  1  (1) 

Where 𝑤𝑘 is the weight assigned to the kth similarity criteria and n is the total number 

of predefined criteria.   

Build numerical DSM. DSM is used to visualize and document the similarity indices. 

Each (product or service) element is represented by one DSM coefficient. A DSMc will 

be built for each criterion c.  

 

Build aggregated DSM. An aggregated matrix A will be generated based on the DSMc. 

The coefficients of A denoted cij
A results from the weighted sum of the ones in step 3 

from the initial matrices, denoted cij
k. For n criteria, the coefficients of A are calculated 

according to Eq. 2.  

 𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝐴 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑘  × 𝑤𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1                                              (2) 

3.2 Cluster aggregated DSM 

The A matrix is the starting point for the clustering. Hierarchal clustering was chosen 

for realizing the clustering at this point as it is considered one of the most used algo-

rithms in the area of data mining [13]. First, the distance between two elements in the 

aggregated DSM is calculated by using the Euclidian distance, based on their coeffi-

cients in A, these results in a distance matrix. The elements with the shortest distance 

are grouped together first forming an initial cluster. Afterwards, the value of the dis-

tance matrix of these two elements is averaged and a new distance matrix is generated. 

This process continues until all the elements are grouped together into one big cluster. 

Complementarily, a dendrogram can be used to provide a visual illustration of the hi-

erarchal clustering. A cutting level can be defined according to the expected clustering 

quality, to derive the clustered modules. The lower the level the higher the number of 

clustered modules. Depending on the acceptable quality level by the decision makers, 

several alternative clusters could be identified through the cutting level. 

3.3 Clustering evaluation 

Several alternative modularization scenarios could be considered out of the clustering 

process. It is either because of the defining criteria or weight assignment or as well the 
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clustering method. Therefore an evaluation of these alternative scenarios is required to 

decide which one is the most appropriate. Several modularity indices have been pro-

posed to evaluate the performance of the clustering. One basic evaluation consists in 

measuring the number of the clustered modules. Another one is to measure the connec-

tivity of inter and intra module of the modularity matrix [15]. 

4 Illustrative test case 

This section briefly illustrates the proposed method with particular focus on building 

the DSM and deriving the modules. The target company is a supplier to the wind turbine 

industry that offers a high variety of services to the customers. In this example, the 

service ‘transport booking’ with four different variants is used in the method. Modular-

ization of the services is offered by the company to enhance the flexibility and be able 

to offer new customized offering without designing a service from scratch. The DSM 

inputs are the activities of the customized service and the outputs are the modules of 

those activities to form the required services. 

4.1 Building DSM 

The input data for building the DSM are four service blueprints that define the service 

process for each of the offered service variants. Each service blueprint includes infor-

mation about activities, resources, technological information and materials. The service 

blueprints have been analyzed to extract the required information for building the in-

terrelationships.  

Define relationship criteria. Analyzing the data from the blueprints helps in identify-

ing the four criteria to build up the similarity depending on them. All four criteria (func-

tional requirement, commonality, human resources and technical information) that 

were described in section 3.1 can be used based on the analysis of the blueprints. An 

example for the functional requirement criteria is “checking whether information is 

correct” as several activities are done with the purpose of validating the information. 

As well, several activities share the same purpose of the functional requirement “create 

the reservation on customer portal system”, meaning that these could be potentially 

grouped in one module. The HR resources in the data gathered are logistics representa-

tive and warehouse operator. The similarity here refers to which extent do the activities 

share each of the above resources. This principle applies also to the technical infor-

mation criterion. 

Define similarity index. The activities and criteria are given to a group of experts and 

managers to assign the similarity indices. They have background about the case specific 

information as well as industrial engineering and engineering design at large. The in-

terrelationships are assigned indices between 0 and 3 based on each criterion. For ex-
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ample, both activities “insert pallet with unique reference number” and “Upload deliv-

ery note to booking” share the same technical material and the needed information that 

are the customer’s transport management system and the computer. Therefore, the sim-

ilarity is high and the corresponding index is estimated to 3. On the other hand, the 

activities “insert pallet with unique reference number” and “print CMR papers” share 

just 1 out of 3 material and information that is the computer. Because of that, the simi-

larity between them in technology information criterion is weak so they will have 1 as 

a similarity index. 

Assign weights. Based on Eq.1, the sum of all weights should equal 1. Based on the 

experts’ points of view, all the criteria should have equal weights. Therefore, all of them 

will have a weight of 0.25.   

Build numerical DSM.  Four numerical DSMs are formed representing the similarity 

indices of each the four criteria. An excerpt of the functional requirement DSM is 

shown in Table 1. Because of the space limit, the full DSM will not be detailed. 

Build Aggregated DSM. The aggregated matrix ‘A’ shown in Table 1. By using the 

data from previous step and applying the weight indices of 0.25 to each criteria, the 

coefficient between the two activities ‘print CMR papers’ (A33) and ‘upload delivery 

note to booking’ (A31) for the aggregated matrix will be (based on Eq.2):  

 

𝑐31 33
𝐴  = 0 × 0.25 + 1 × 0.25 + 3 × 0.25 + 1 × 0.25 = 1.25 

 

Table 1. Part of the functional criterion DSM and the aggregated DSM  

 Functional requirement DSM Aggregated DSM 

A A30 A31 A32 A33 A30 A31 A32 A33 

A30 3 2 3 0 3 2.25 2.5 1.25 

A31 2 3 2 0 2.25 3 2.25 1.25 

A32 3 2 3 0 2.5 2.25 3 1.25 

A33 0 0 0 3 1.25 1.25 1.25 3 

4.2 Cluster aggregated DSM 

The aggregated matrix A will be rearranged to form the initial clusters of service activ-

ities that can form the modules. Hierarchal clustering was applied at this point. A den-

drogram is used to represent the clustering results (Figure 2). Several scenarios of form-

ing clusters can be done. One effective factor is the cutting level for the dendrogram 

plot. With a cutting level at 5 (height in the dendogram), the activities A11, A12, A13 

and A14 are combined in a single module (module 1). By analyzing the modules, it can 

be seen that module 1 is related to loading the cargo. Clearly, the final decision on the 

cutting level pertains to the practitioner who can evaluate properly the tradeoffs be-

tween clustering quality and implications to the design and operations.   
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5 Discussion 

An illustrative case study of service modularization of a company was addressed. For 

this case, all the criteria were important to be defined. The method was found effective 

for service modularization as it brings out modules in a standardized manner. Therefore, 

it can help in faster design and in more agility against requirement changes. While the 

test case is a service company, the proposed method can still be applied to product 

and/or service modularization. For other cases that can be pure product or integration 

of product and service, the defined criteria can be changed but it will not affect the 

method as much as it affects the grouping of the elements into modules. Therefore, it is 

necessary to analyze the criteria that will build up the similarity interrelationships. 

Therefore, defining the criteria needed is based on the expert’s point of view. One other 

factor that affects the number of output modules is the cutting level for the dendrogarm 

of hierarchal clustering. Another factor that can affect the output modules is the simi-

larity indices and the weight assignment for building the aggregated DSM matrix. A 

promising research perspective is how to find the most appropriate modularity scenar-

ios based on a combination of the above factors. Modularizing the offer is likely to 

reinforce the economies of scales of the company and as well increase the flexibility 

that will enhance directly the idea of mass customization of product and/or service.  

6 Conclusion 

This paper proposes a new method for modularizing products and/or services. The idea 

of the method is to be workable for applying it on product and/or service. The method 

helps in building similarity relationships between products and/or services according to 

several predefined different criteria. Clustering using hierarchal algorithm was pro-

Fig.2. Part of the Dendrogram for the hierarchal clustering with activities 
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posed and supports the idea of forming modules through identifying similarity relation-

ships. Evaluating the performance supports the comparison of different modularity sce-

narios, which will have a valuable support for decision makers of variety management.   
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